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Featured News

Featured Customer Story

Cisco Umbrella Customer Story: How Illumina keeps secure on and off the
network

Shawnee Mission School District
customer success story
Learn how Shawnee Mission
School District is building a
secure learning environment for
students and faculty thanks to
its Cisco Security Enterprise
License Agreement.
Read Case Study

Illumina, a leader in genetic sequencing and a SaaS-first company, needed to extend
its security protections to its 4500 employees who connect to the Internet around the
globe and work off the corporate network.
Learn how Illumina uses Cisco Umbrella as a first line of defense against threats on
the Internet.

Product News and Announcements
Cisco Umbrella’s Threat Intelligence
Learn what makes up Cisco Umbrella’s threat intelligence.
Watch video
See how easy an Umbrella trial can be
Learn in less than 2 minutes how easy it is to deploy an Umbrella trial.
Watch video
New dog, new tricks. Introducing the industry's first Secure Internet Gateway in
the cloud

Subscribe Now
Refer a Colleague to our
Cisco Security Customer
Newsletter
Get security trends, product
updates, and solutions emailed
to you monthly.
Subscribe Now

Social Media

Register and learn why you need a secure Internet gateway that’s easy to deploy and
manage, that uncovers attacks before they launch, and that integrates with your
existing security investments.
Register for webcast
Off-network security - What's the best way to protect users 100% of the time?
In this digital age, mobile devices and cloud computing have given workers great freedom. But as roaming employees access
sensitive data and applications, they’re systematically sidestepping corporate VPNs. This IDG Research report explores the
hidden risks that come with roaming workers. The key takeaway: Traditional security solutions aren’t enough, and IT service
managers have their sights on DNS-layer security to mitigate risk while fully mobilizing their workforce—a must for digital
transformation.
Read here
Cisco security architecture: A force multiplier
Our products are more open, so they integrate and work together for vastly more powerful automated responses, delivering a
force-multiplier effect that takes the burden off teams.
View infographic
What is a Secure Internet Gateway?
Hear more about what’s driving this new product category and why this is one layer of security you can’t be without.
Watch Video

News, Articles, and Blogs
Introducting ROKRAT
Recently, Talos published research on a Korean MalDoc. This actor is quick to cover its tracks and leaves compromised
infrastructure live for a mere matter of hours. We have now identified a new campaign and analyzed the final payload. And the
winner was…a remote-administration tool that we have named ROKRAT.
Read blog
Apple squashes cert-handling bug affecting macOS and iOS
Talos discovers a certification validation vulnerability in Apple’s operating systems.
Read article
Planes, trains, automobiles, and digital transformation
To develop a strong security posture while capturing digital value, transportation providers need to ask themselves some
important questions.
Read article
Three essential elements of a reliable cyber-resilience strategy
Read about the elements critical to a comprehensive cyberstrategy.
Read blog
Lab Approved one year later: Cisco Umbrella Investigate
This is a one-stop starting point for any investigation where you have a hash, IP, domain, URL, ASN, or email address of a suspect
domain registrant.
Read article
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